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I. INTRODUCTION
{1}Every year, increasingly more people use the Internet to purchase goods and services. (1) Internet
purchases are expected to exceed $20 billion per year in the near future. (2) By the year 2003, industry
experts predict Internet purchases by businesses alone will reach $1.3 trillion. (3) Presently, the majority of
Internet sales transactions flow through business to business sites. (4) Internet purchases by consumers are
expected to reach $144 billion by the year 2003. (5)
{2}The growth of Internet-based sales is concerning many Main Street merchants. In a recent survey of state
tax administrators, many administrators relayed concerns that they had received from local merchants. For
example, Secretary of Revenue, Gary Viken, stated that after talking to many "Main Street merchants in
South Dakota, and without exception, they have expressed the need to treat remote sales and Main Street
sales equally for purposes of sales taxation." (6) Wyoming's Director of the Department of Revenue stated
that Wyoming merchants would like to see an Internet sales tax instituted, because "[t]hey truly feel they are
at a disadvantage now." (7) Iowa's Director of Department of Revenue & Finance said the Iowa Retail
Federation and individual retailers are concerned about e-commerce and its potential impact on Main Street
business. (8)
{3}In addition to traditional retailers' concern, state and local governments are becoming increasingly
concerned about their ability to raise revenues. (9) Currently, forty-five states impose general sales and use
taxes. (10) Thus, every time a person buys a compact disc on the Internet instead of at the mall music store,
the state and local government most likely will lose revenue. State and local governments rely on sales taxes
for approximately thirty-five percent of their revenues. (11) The loss of revenues to Internet sales has led to
speculation that states may be forced to shift the tax burden or cut services. (12) In a recent study, a
Massachusetts firm concluded that eighty percent of Internet retail sales went untaxed in 1999. (13) As a
result of the uncollected taxes, states lost more than $500 million in sales revenue. (14)
{4}Nevertheless, are these losses of real concern? The National Conference of State Legislatures (the
"NCSL") published a report stating that, according to a fiscal survey of the fifty states for 1998 and 1999, in
the aggregate, the states collected $11.3 billion in revenue for 1998 and $7.5 billion in 1999. (15) Surpluses
for states' sales taxes totaled $2.3 billion in 1998 and $2.2 billion in 1999. (16) In addition to these surpluses,
state tobacco settlements are expected to bring $206 billion in additional state revenue over the next twentyfive years. (17)

{5}What would be the impact of having to collect sales taxes from potentially more than 7,600 different
jurisdictions? According to Ernst & Young, the burden of collecting sales taxes for a small in-state retailer
amounts to 7.2 cents for every $1 of sales taxes collected. (18) For a large firm that operates in fifteen states,
the cost rises to 8.3 cents per tax dollar. (19) Collecting Internet taxes dramatically increases the costs of
collecting sales taxes. (20) For a large firm, the cost of collecting sales tax dollars increases to fourteen
percent. (21) A medium firm's costs reach forty-eight percent and, for a small retailer, the cost rises to an
astronomical eighty-seven percent. (22) Thus, for a small retailer, the cost of collecting $1 of sales tax will
cost 87 cents. Therefore, the state may receive its tax dollar at the expense of the small business.
{6}One member of the Advisory Commission on Electronic Commerce, in responding to the charges that
state and local governments will suffer financially if they cannot tax all Internet purchases, said, "there is no
evidence that e-commerce threatens adequate revenues for government services. Nor does the rise of ecommerce threaten small businesses. The Internet is the one place where small entrepreneurs can compete on
equal footing with major corporations." (23) The member went further to say that California, with the most
electronic commerce friendly tax laws in the nation, had sales tax revenue growth of one-third in less than
five years. (24) This extraordinary increase in sales revenue came from traditional retailers of goods, despite
Californians' huge appetite for Internet purchasing. (25) Are the states' concerns over lost revenue due to
Internet sales real or imaginary?
{7}International concerns over the Internet also have begun to surface. In 1999, the United Nations
Development Programme recommended an international "'bit tax' to help fund the 'digital divide' between the
Internet 'haves and have nots.'" (26) Congressional resolutions opposing the United Nations's
recommendations were introduced but not voted upon. (27) This could be the result, in part, because of
Congress's inclusion of an amendment to the fiscal year 2000 United Nations appropriations. (28) The
amendment prohibits the United Nations from using any of the appropriations to promulgate or enforce any
tax measure relating to the Internet. (29)
{8}In the Fall of 1999, both houses of Congress approved a non-binding resolution encouraging President
Clinton to seek a permanent international ban on tariffs on electronic commerce. (30) The resolution
additionally called for "an international ban on bit, multiple and discriminatory taxes" on electronic
commerce and the Internet. (31) The resolution urged the President to conduct negotiations with the World
Trade Organization ("WTO") and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development ("OECD").
(32) It also "calls upon the WTO to enact a permanent moratorium on electronic commerce tariffs." (33) In
addition, the resolution encourages the OECD "to accept the principle of 'no multiple or discriminatory tariffs
on the Internet.'" (34) Finally, the resolution "condemns the United Nations's recent 'bit tax' proposal, and
calls for a permanent ban on such Internet-specific taxes." (35)
{9}The Senate and House of Representatives have introduced and passed numerous tax proposals regarding
the Internet. (36) This article will address those proposals and laws. The most important Internet tax law is
the Internet Tax Freedom Act ("ITFA"), which the article examines in detail.

II. THE INTERNET TAX FREEDOM ACT

A. The Act
{10}In 1997, the Internet Tax Freedom Act ("ITFA") was introduced to both Houses of Congress. (37) The
original purpose of the legislation was to establish a national policy against states interfering with interstate

commerce on the Internet. (38) The ITFA was initially met with strong opposition from organized groups
such as the National League of Cities, the National Governor's Association and others. (39)
{11}After eighteen months of debate, Congress finally passed the ITFA in 1998. (40) Though the enacted
version of the ITFA was a watered-down version of the original, (41) its passage was supported by many state
and local government and business organizations. (42) The ITFA bars three specifically identified categories
of tax levies: (1) taxes on Internet access, (2) multiple taxes on electronic commerce, and (3) discriminatory
taxes on electronic commerce. (43) The ITFA is essentially a holding action to give Congress more time to
consider a long-term solution. (44)

B. Tax Moratorium
{12}At first glance, the ITFA appears to have a 'lot of teeth' to it. However, there are many exceptions and
limitations to the Act. (45) First, the ITFA is only a moratorium on imposing new taxes. (46) The moratorium
exists for a three-year period that ends October 1, 2001. (47) After the moratorium ends, Congress may either
renew the moratorium or choose not to renew it, thus allowing States to tax the Internet once again. The
authors, however, intended the moratorium to become permanent in the future. (48) In addition, the National
Governor's Association ("NGA") already publically declared its support for the extension of the ban on new
Internet taxes. (49) A few States, even before Congress passed the ITFA, already passed legislation
exempting Internet access charges from the sales tax. (50) However, the NGA opposes Congressional
proposals that would eliminate all taxes on the Internet. (51) An intense lobbying effort by the NGA and the
National Association of Counties is directed at ensuring that no such proposals pass. (52)
{13}The plain meaning of the ITFA is to prevent Internet taxes, not generate, encourage, or authorize them.
Section 1204 expressly states, "this law is not to be construed to expand the duty of any person to collect or
pay taxes beyond that which existed immediately before" the law was enacted. (53) Additionally, a State or
local government's tax that is not prohibited by the provisions of the ITFA, would not be valid if it constituted
an undue burden on interstate or foreign commerce . (54)

C. The Advisory Commission
{14}During the Moratorium, the ITFA authorizes the creation of a temporary Advisory Commission on
Electronic Commerce (the Commission) to study the complex tax issues implicated by the growth of
electronic commerce. (55) The Commission has nineteen members including: three federal officials (the
Secretaries of Commerce and Treasury, and the U.S. Trade Representative), (56) eight state and local
government representatives, (57) and eight business and private interest representatives. (58) The National
Governor's Association sought to include a "Main Street" business representative on the Commission. (59)
{15}Key rules set out in the law required nine members present for a quorum, (60) fourteen days advance
notice for any meetings, and all meetings be open to the public. (61) In general, the Commission's purpose
was to examine a broad set of international, state, and local tax issues involving electronic commerce. (62)
The Commission studied state and local government taxation of Internet access, consumption taxes in other
countries, and more. (63) Many of the issues involved ways to clarify, reduce, or simplify current tax laws as
they apply to electronic commerce, Internet-related activities, and telecommunications services. (64)
{16}By no later than April 21, 2000, Congress asked the Commission to make legislative recommendations
to them regarding the results of the examination it had undertaken. (65) Any recommendations including
proposed legislation required agreement by at least two-thirds, or thirteen, committee members. (66) Thus,

the Commission could be the most important part of the ITFA. However, commentators doubted the
Commission's ability to produce any super-majority decision. (67) The final report to Congress, it was
thought, could contain only opinions for Congress to pursue. (68) One opinion discussed was extending the
current moratorium as mandated by the ITFA by one year until October 21, 2004. (69)
{17}To complicate matters further, the Commission was the subject of litigation. In 1999, the Conference of
Mayors and the National Association of Counties filed suits to block the Commission from even convening.
(70) As previously mentioned, business and private interests were only supposed to have eight of the sixteen
commission seats. (71) In fact, business and private interests could have ended up with ten of the seats. (72)
The concern was that business and private interests alone could achieve the necessary quorum to proceed
with an action or proposal. (73) However, the plaintiffs dropped the suit when Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott balanced the division of power by replacing Netscape CEO James Barkdale with Delna Jones, an elected
county commissioner in Washington County, Oregon. (74) The Commission finally met for the first time in
June 1999. (75)

1. Recommendations
{18}The Commission released its report in April 2000. (76) As expected, no real controversial issues
managed to achieve the super-majority of thirteen members. (77) The Commission did agree on three
recommendations. The first recommendation concerns the "Digital Divide." (78) The term "digital divide" in
cyberspace is the separation of those with access to the Internet from those without. (79) This
recommendation calls for federal assistance in providing Internet access to needy families through matching
funds and tax credits. (80) Within days after the Commission's report, President Clinton pledged up to two
billion dollars in tax incentives to bridge the digital divide. (81)
{19}In addition, more than a dozen nonprofit groups, corporations and federal agencies have created
partnerships with low-income schools across the country to provide computer technology and training to
poorer students. (82) This initiative, dubbed "PowerUP," will attempt to bridge the digital divide between
poorer and wealthier students by providing access to the Internet and helping them to develop skills needed to
succeed in the new century. (83) PowerUP promises 50,000 computers and 100,000 free Internet access
accounts funded by America Online Inc. The AOL Foundation and the Waitt Family Foundation, a grantgiving organization headed by Gateway Inc. Chairman and CEO Ted Waitt. (84) The organizations will give
a first-year total of $5 million in direct grants to eligible applicants. The funds may be used for any activities
or resource needs consistent with PowerUP's program goals. (85)
{20}The second recommendation concerned privacy implications of Internet taxation. (86) This
recommendation focused upon privacy issues involving the collection and administration of taxes on
electronic commerce. (87) Also of concern is the cost implications that any new system of revenue collection
may have on values that U.S. citizens hold dear, including online privacy. (88)
{21}The third recommendation addresses international taxes and tariffs. (89) This recommendation suggests
implementation of a permanent standstill on tariffs at the earliest possible date. (90) This conflicts with efforts
in other countries. (91) In Canada, for example, the government is adjusting its polices to protect against the
loss of revenues through the increasing use of electronic commerce to ensure the collection of appropriate
taxes generated by electronic commerce. (92) European nations and Australia are also moving aggressively to
collect taxes generated by electronic commerce. (93)
{22}The Commission's three recommendations are ideas that are fairly modest and widely accepted by
Americans. The recommendations to eliminate the digital divide and promote privacy issues, are issues upon

which most Americans agree. In addition, the issue of tariff elimination is widely accepted. Beyond these
three recommendations, however, the Commission could not come up with a super-majority on more
controversial topics concerning electronic commerce.
2. Majority Policy Proposals
{23}The Commission agreed upon six majority policy proposals. (94) The first proposal concerns sales and
use taxes. This proposal calls for extending the ITFA's moratorium for five more years, and also calls for
prohibition of sales taxes on digitized goods and products and their non-digitized counterparts. (95) The
proposal also clarifies which factors would constitute a physical presence of an Internet seller in determining
whether the seller has a sufficient nexus with the State to impose a sales tax collection obligation. (96) Lastly,
if the States and local governments work with the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws ("NCCUSL") to incorporate a uniform tax and use tax act than this idea simplifies tax schemes and
policies. (97)
{24}The next majority policy proposal concerns business activity taxes. This proposal is close to one aspect
of the previous proposal. The Commission calls for clearer standards to determine when a seller created a
sufficient nexus with the State and would be required to report income tax and owe an obligation to the State.
(98)
{25}The third proposal addresses Internet access taxes. This proposal calls for making the ITFA's
moratorium on any new Internet access taxes permanent. (99) It also calls for making the grandfather clause
permanent. (100)
{26}The fourth proposal relates to taxation of telecommunications services and providers. The Commission
calls for the elimination of the three percent federal excise tax on communication services. (101) Congress
established the three percent tax in 1898 to assist with the financing of the Spanish-American War and
continued the tax for the same purpose of World War I. (102) Although Congress scheduled this tax for
elimination many times, it is still in effect. Moreover, the Commission wants to eliminate excess tax burdens
on telecommunications real, tangible and intangible property. (103) Finally, this proposal asks States and
local governments to work with the NCCUSL to formulate a uniform telecommunications excise tax act.
(104)
{27}The Commission addressed international taxes and tariffs in the fifth proposal. This proposal calls for a
permanent extension of the WTO's moratorium on tariffs and duties for electronic transmissions. (105) The
WTO has only a moratorium on tariffs for transmissions over the Internet, but has not addressed issues
regarding sales or value-added taxes relating to electronic commerce. (106) In December 1999, a joint
Singapore-Indonesian initiative proposed to continue the moratorium. (107) The United States, European
Union, Canada and Japan supported this initiative. (108) Currently, forty-three countries are prepared to sign
the Singapore-Indonesian initiative. (109) However, Malaysia, the Phillippines, India and Norway have
resisted the initiative. (110) Nevertheless, with the vast majority of countries backing the initiative, the
likelihood of the moratorium being extended is probable.
{28}The fifth proposal also recognizes and supports the OECD's role as an appropriate forum for fostering
effective international dialogues concerning electronic commerce issues and building an international
consensus. (111) This proposal also encourages and supports the United States government's efforts for
effective dialogue concerning electronic commerce issues. (112) Lastly, this proposal recommends refraining
from enacting any legislation that affects international activities that are inconsistent with the principles
enumerated previously. (113)
{29}The sixth proposal addresses the need for improved knowledge of international implications of Internet

commerce. (114) The Commission calls upon Congress to increase its oversight of the international
ramifications of domestic Internet commerce decisions. (115)

D. The Grandfather Clause
{30}Another limitation of the ITFA is the grandfather clause. (116) The grandfather clause in the
Commission's report proposed to become a permanent section of the ITFA. (117) The National Governor's
Association attempted to ensure that the ITFA provided a grandfather clause that allowed the States
dependent upon Internet access taxes to keep them. (118) For example, the Act does not apply to any state tax
that "was generally imposed and actually enforced prior to October 1, 1998." (119) This is shown either by
demonstrating that the tax had been authorized by statute and known to the Internet provider, or by public
proclamation that the state interpreted the statute to apply to Internet access services. (120) Under this
determination, the State tax must have been authorized by statute. (121) However, few states can meet this
qualification because few states made proclamations and ruling on these taxes. (122)
{31}Another way to qualify the state tax for the grandfather clause is if the state generally collected such a
tax on charges for Internet access. (123) This determination can prove difficult since states and local
governments often follow unpublished guidelines on what is and what is not subject to taxation. (124) If there
was no public announcement of their rules, state and local governments could encounter significant problems
establishing that taxes are generally collected. (125) In the absence of public announcements of their rules,
state and local governments may fail to demonstrate that such taxes are generally collected. However, a state
can choose not to continue to tax Internet access.
{32}Presently there are twelve states that ITFA has permitted to continue taxing Internet access. (126) These
states include Connecticut, (127) Hawaii, (128) Iowa, (129) Nebraska, (130) New Mexico, (131) North
Dakota, (132) Ohio, (133) South Carolina, (134) South Dakota, (135) Tennessee, (136) Texas (137) and
Wisconsin. (138) The rest of the states have either specifically prohibited Internet access taxes, (139) or as a
result of the ITFA, have done nothing at all. (140)
{33}South Dakota's Secretary of Revenue has issued a pronouncement indicating that South Dakota intends
to continue applying sales tax to Internet access. (141) South Dakota, one of the few states that does not have
an income tax, relies heavily upon sales taxes for revenue. (142) On average, a state or local government's
sales tax revenues account for one-fourth of their budgets. (143)
{34}North Dakota has recently attempted to become the first state specifically to approve a tax on Internet
access. (144) One of the authors of the ITFA stated that this attempt, if passed, would constitute an illegal tax
under the ITFA. (145) The bill passed both state houses, but the Governor of North Dakota vetoed the bill.
(146) The State Senate failed to override the governor's veto. (147) Thus, even with the majority of political
sentiment going against Internet taxes, there are those who still want to tax the Internet. As previously
mentioned, the moratorium of the ITFA seeks to prevent Internet taxation.
{35}Nonetheless, it would not be surprising if the other ten states issued pronouncements to the contrary.
Several states have changed their statutes since Congress enacted the ITFA. (148) For example, two states,
Connecticut and South Carolina, have indicated that they intend to abide by the ITFA's moratorium. (149)
Texas, before Congress passed the ITFA, asked not to be exempted from the moratorium because the
governor was taking a stand against taxation of the Internet. (150) Thus, even though the ITFA technically
applies to only new taxes applied for Internet access, it is affecting the existing states' laws. The remaining
states that have applied Internet access taxes receive the benefit of a taxing insight, but as time goes on will
most likely receive growing pressure to remove the tax.

E. Defining Internet Access
{36}The Act's definition of "Internet Access" (151)serves as another possible weakness. The definition
"Internet Access" means any service that enables the user to access content, information, electronic mail, or
other services offered over the Internet, and may include access to proprietary content, information, and other
services as a part of a package of services offered to users. (152) However, the definition does not include
telecommunications services. The Act defines "telecommunications services" as the offering of
telecommunications for a fee directly to the public regardless of the facilities used. (153)
Telecommunications is defined as "the transmission, between or among points specified by the user, of
information of the user's choosing, without change in the form of content of the information as sent or
received." (154)
{37}The definition of telecommunications services could be defined broadly enough to include Internet
access offered by traditional telephone companies. (155) This definition creates problems for the ITFA.
Suppose a company, maybe even a traditional telephone company, offers a seamless bundle of services,
including local and long-distance telecommunications services and Internet access, to anyone with a home
telephone for a fixed price. On the one hand, the ITFA prohibits taxation of Internet access services, yet, on
the other hand, the ITFA recognizes that states may tax telecommunications services.
{38}The states frequently take the position that when taxable and nontaxable items are bundled together,
there is no exemption for the nontaxable item unless it is 'separately stated.' (156) Under this approach, a
single charge for taxable telecommunications services and nontaxable Internet access services arguably
would be taxable, unless the vendor chooses to state separately the charges (and any applicable taxes) for
each service. Clearly, from a marketing standpoint, the vendor strongly would resist the separate statement
approach.
{39}Texas, one of the states that tax Internet access, exempts the first $25 of monthly charges for access
service. (157) This exemption applies regardless of whether the service was part of a bundled service. (158)
As a result, even if the consumer received a bundled bill in the mail, the Internet provider had to separate the
charge on its books in order to determine the sales taxes.
{40}What is not clear, however, is whether a state rule of sales tax administration can override a federal
substantive rule of tax liability. Federal law is clearly the "supreme Law of the Land ... any Thing in the ...
Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding," (159) and federal law, in the form of the ITFA, bars
states from taxing Internet access. One certainly may contend that, even in the absence of a separate
statement, a state may not impose a tax on Internet access despite the fact that it was sold for a 'bundled'
charge with taxable telecommunications services. The ITFA fails to provide any guidance on this troublesome
question.

F. Exceptions to the Grandfather Clause
{41}One should remember that the grandfather clause discussed above only applies to taxes on Internet
access. (160) The clause does not apply to discriminatory and multiple taxes that are included within the
moratorium. (161) Thus, even if a state's tax on Internet access meets the grandfather exception, the tax still
may be barred if it is imposed in a manner that would make it fall within the definition of a multiple tax or a
discriminatory tax.
{42}Internet access taxes are not the only concern of the ITFA. The Act addresses concerns over sales taxes
as well. Currently forty-five states tax the sale of goods over the Internet. (162) For software that is

downloaded, thirty states impose a tax. (163) Twenty states tax the downloading of information. (164) Thus,
the issue of Internet taxes reaches far beyond Internet access. That is probably why the authors of the ITFA
included the provisions for discriminatory and multiple taxes. These provisions may not eliminate Internet
taxation, but they prohibit any further taxation of the Internet. (165) Thus, for the states that currently do not
tax either sales of goods or downloaded software or information cannot do so in the future. For existing
Internet taxes, they can be neither discriminatory nor cause multiple taxes.

1. Discriminatory Taxes
{43}The ITFA bars state and local governments from imposing discriminatory taxes on electronic commerce,
(166) and defines "electronic commerce" broadly to include "any transaction conducted over the Internet or
through Internet access comprising the sale, lease, license, offer, or delivery of property, goods, services or
information." (167) If this were all there were to the ITFA's prohibition against discriminatory taxes on
electronic commerce, it would have no bite, at least if the term 'discriminatory tax' was accorded its common
meaning in the state tax field.
{44}A discriminatory state tax ordinarily is understood to be a tax which singles out one class of taxpayers,
activities, or property for disadvantageous treatment. This creates a tax law that applies intolerance as an
appropriate basis of classification (e.g., the conduct of interstate commerce or the exercise of First
Amendment rights). In this context, of course, the proscribed basis of classification is whether the taxable
transaction involves electronic commerce.
{45}Yet, there are no discriminatory taxes on electronic commerce within the foregoing description of a
discriminatory tax. For the purposes of ITFA, and only the ITFA, "discriminatory" is defined as acting in a
manner that is meant to capture instances where state or local government tax policies intentionally or
unintentionally place electronic commerce at a disadvantage compared with similar interstate commerce
conducted through more traditional means. (168) Congress's intent, with this definition, is to complement, not
to disturb, existing Commerce Clause protections against state or local taxes that burden interstate commerce.
(169)
{46}A state or local tax would be considered discriminatory if it "is not generally imposed and legally
collectable by such state or such political subdivision on transactions involving similar property, goods,
services, or information accomplished through other means." (170) For example, if a state requires a seller at
a retail outlet to collect and remit sales tax but does not impose the same obligation if the seller makes the
same sale over the telephone or mail-order catalog, then the state would be prohibited from imposing
collection and remittance obligations on the seller of the same transaction over the Internet. Another example
is a newspaper that is tax free if sold on the street corner, would not be taxed if sold over the Internet. Lastly,
the state or local government cannot charge a higher tax rate for goods purchased over the Internet. (171)
{47}Furthermore, a tax is discriminatory if the tax imposes a burden to collect a tax on someone other than
the buyer or seller in an Internet transaction. (172) If a tax is imposed upon, for example, credit card
companies or banks, for collection of reporting duties, the tax would be considered discriminatory because
these obligations are not imposed in the case of telephone, mail-order, and so forth. (173)
{48}A tax also will be considered discriminatory if the tax imposed is an attempt to classify the Internet
provider as a telephone company for the purposes of collecting a higher tax rate. (174) Neither telephone
companies nor other similar utilities can be providers of information services "delivered through other
means" within the ITFA. (175) This effectively prohibits state and local governments from classifying an
Internet provider as a telephone company or such for the purpose of applying any tax if such tax would

subject the Internet provider to a higher tax rate than other non-Internet information services.
{49}Thus, a tax is discriminatory if (1) the tax is imposed on an Internet transaction but not imposed on any
other similar transaction off the Internet, or (2) the tax is imposed in some but not all other cases.
Furthermore, this applies to property, goods, services, or information that is 'similar,' (176) not necessarily
identical. In addition, any taxation of property, goods, services, or information that is inherently unique to the
Internet would be discriminatory. For example, electronic mail, site selections, and Internet search services.

2. Multiple Taxes
{50}In addition to discriminatory taxes, the ITFA prohibits state and local governments from imposing
multiple taxes on the Internet. (177) The ITFA defines multiple taxes as a tax that is "imposed by one state or
[local government] on the same or essentially the same electronic commerce that is also subject to another tax
imposed by another state or [local government]." (178) A tax will be considered multiple regardless of
whether or not the tax is levied at the same rate or basis. (179) An exception is if one jurisdiction provides a
credit if the tax is paid in another jurisdiction to avoid double taxation. (180) Congress intends this section of
the Act to strengthen the Internet's vulnerability to multiple taxation between states.

III. NEXUS THEORY

{51}Whether the tax is a sales tax on Internet access or on purchases made, for a state to impose the tax, a
"substantial nexus" must exist between the business and the taxing jurisdiction. The ITFA did not address this
issue, but the Commission did in its report. Even though the Commission proposed that Congress should
clarify what factors constitute a "substantial nexus" that allows a state to impose a sales tax, no legislative
clarification presently exists. For now states and vendors must look to U.S. Supreme Court decisions in an
attempt to determine when a "substantial nexus" exists for taxing purposes.

A. Personal Jurisdiction and Minimum Contacts
{52}The ITFA prohibits state and local governments from using Internet-based contacts as a factor in
determining whether an out-of-state business has a "substantial nexus" with a taxing jurisdiction. (181) This
is to ensure that the protections upheld by previous U.S. Supreme Court decisions will continue to apply in
the realm of electronic commerce. (182) This can be a significant, if not impossible, hurdle for the states to
overcome if the ITFA becomes permanent.
{53}The authors of the ITFA include this part in response to a South Dakota State tax administrator, whose
opinion was that the court protections given to other forms of commerce should not be extended to electronic
commerce. (183) The administrator stated that, if a resident of his state were to purchase a good from an outof-state vendor using the telephone, he could not impose a tax obligation unless the vendor otherwise has a
substantial in-state physical presence. (184) However, the administrator added that, if a resident of his state
used the Internet instead to purchase a good, the State would attempt to collect a tax. (185) The administrator
rationalized that the flow of data over the Internet into his state using an in-state Internet provider constituted
enough presence to give the remote seller a substantial physical presence in his state. (186)

{54}The ITFA clearly rejects this approach. The purpose of the ITFA is to promote electronic commerce,
which requires steadfast adherence to the U.S. Supreme Court's test in determining whether a "substantial
nexus" exists; that is, a "bright-line" physical presence, not some malleable theory of electronic or economic
presence, is required for a state to claim that a "substantial nexus" exists. (187) Even without the ITFA, any
court, as a result of the Supreme Court's decisions, will likely view such arguments by any state tax
administrator with great skepticism.
{55}However, a number of cases have dealt with personal jurisdiction and the Internet. Cases involving the
Internet have accorded with the development of case law regarding personal jurisdiction and due process. The
U.S. Supreme Court has yet to address the issue of personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state vendor based
upon a website on the Internet. Although the question of whether a court has the power to exercise personal
jurisdiction has not been resolved by the U.S. Supreme Court, a number of other courts have addressed the
question. (188)
1. Early Internet Cases
{56}A number of federal district courts have encountered the issue of personal jurisdiction. However, the
issue of personal jurisdiction based upon Internet uses is a relatively new issue for the courts. The early cases
on the Internet and the effect on personal jurisdiction as a result, gave the courts a new view on what is
necessary for a forum State to assert personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state business. The following cases
do not involve taxing jurisdiction, but do address the ability of a State to assert personal jurisdiction over an
out-of-state company with whom its only contact is via the Internet. In one federal district court case, the case
involved possible trademark infringements. (189) A Connecticut corporation filed suit against a
Massachusetts corporation in Inset Systems, Inc. v. Instruction Set, Inc. (190) The Inset court, finding that
personal jurisdiction existed, recognized that the defendant must have minimum contacts with the forum
State. (191)
{57}The minimum contacts standard was required because the Massachusetts corporation intentionally
directed its resources toward Connecticut. (192) This came as a result because there was advertising on the
website that was directed toward the entire country. (193) Furthermore, 10,000 Connecticut residents could
access the Internet. (194) Thus, the Inset court found the Massachusetts corporation had established minimum
contacts and should have foreseen the possibility of being sued in Connecticut. (195)
{58}In Maritz, Inc. v. Cybergold, Inc., another trademark infringement case, an out-of-state corporation was
found to be under the forum State's jurisdiction because of its Internet contacts. (196) The court concluded
the out-of-state corporation, through maintaining its Internet website, had consciously decided to transmit
advertising information to Internet users worldwide. (197) The Maritz court held that maintaining a website
constituted sufficient contact with the forum State. (198) However, the court recognized in its opinion that the
nature of the contact was new to personal jurisdiction jurisprudence. (199)
{59}In a case involving an Internet news service that had 3,000 subscribers in the forum State, the court
found that this was sufficient to establish personal jurisdiction over the news service. (200) The Zippo case
differed from other cases by the fact that the website was for subscribers as opposed to previous cases where
the website at issue could be accessed by anyone. The court concluded that the requirements for personal
jurisdiction needed to be broadened because of technological advances. (201) However, the court noted that
the scope of personal jurisdiction based on Internet use was in its infant stages. (202) Furthermore, this case
dealt with specific jurisdiction, (203) but other courts have utilized the sliding scale minimum contacts
framework of analysis, introduced in Zippo, when determining whether general jurisdiction exists. (204)
{60}Other than Zippo, most of the early cases on the Internet have been heavily criticized in a large number
of jurisdictions. (205) In Morantz v. Hang & Shine Ultrasonics, Inc., the court considered the extensive

growth of the Internet and the progress of the jurisprudence in the area to render these early cases ancient.
(206) However, these early cases have been presented as precedence for subsequent courts to develop those
actions which are necessary to determine specific or general jurisdiction in Internet cases.

2. Later Internet Cases
{61}Other district court cases have had results to the contrary of the previously mentioned cases. (207) In
another trademark infringement case, the court refused to permit personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state
business based exclusively upon website contacts with the forum State. (208) The Bensusan court reasoned
that even though the defendant had placed a product into the stream of commerce that may be felt
nationwide, it was not an act purposefully directed toward the forum State. (209) The mere foreseeability that
the defendant's website could be accessed by residents of the forum State was not sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of due process. (210)
{62}Subsequent cases have tried to establish some type of a test to figure out whether personal jurisdiction
exists with Internet uses. (211) The general method applied by courts in determining minimum contacts for
personal jurisdiction is an examination of the nature and quality of the activity the defendant conducts over
the Internet. (212) The first step in determining personal jurisdiction and minimum contacts is recognizing
that the mere fact that an Internet user can view advertisements on some website falls far short of what is
necessary to subject a defendant to personal jurisdiction in every State. (213) In other words, just having a
website does not establish the minimum contacts necessary to subject a business to personal jurisdiction on a
global basis. (214) Taking such an expansive approach to personal jurisdiction clearly exceeds Constitutional
bounds. (215) The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has stated that no court has ever held that Internet
advertising alone is sufficient to establish personal jurisdiction over a defendant. (216) Furthermore, a
website in which customers can order products does not alone establish general jurisdiction.
{63}The second step in determining personal jurisdiction involves conducting the minimum contacts analysis
on a sliding scale such that the constitutionality of the exercise of personal jurisdiction is directly proportional
to the level of commercial activity on a business's website. (217) At one end of the continuum are passive
sites that merely post information that is available to anyone with access to the Internet. (218) On the other
end are highly interactive sites through which a business conducts its activities over the Internet. (219) These
sites typically involve a high volume of deliberate exchanges of information through the website, including
the formation of contracts. (220) In the middle of the continuum are interactive websites where a users
exchange information with the host computer. (221) The exercise of personal jurisdiction in cases involving
sites in this middle category hinge on the level of commercial information exchanged on the website. (222)
{64}The third step questions whether the website targeted a particular jurisdiction and would give rise to
personal jurisdiction. (223) While, as previously mentioned, the posting of some general advertisements on
the website is insufficient to subject the advertiser to personal jurisdiction in the plaintiff's home State,
minimum contacts may be found when there is something more to suggest the defendant purposely directed
his activity in a substantial way to the forum State. (224) In determining whether the vendor targeted the
jurisdiction, the courts will look at the quantity and quality of the contacts. (225)
{65}To prevent states from asserting personal jurisdiction over Internet users based on contacts theories, the
ITFA specifically prohibits state or local governments from pursuing aggressive theories of personal
jurisdiction based on any nexus. (226) First, the ITFA definition of 'discriminatory tax' makes clear that
Congress considers creating or maintaining a website to be such an insignificant physical presence that the
use of an in-state computer server will not be considered in determining whether a nexus exists. (227)
Second, the ITFA defines "discriminatory tax" so as to prohibit a state or political subdivision from deeming

an Internet access provider an "agent" of a remote seller. (228) Internet access providers commonly display
information on the Internet for remote sellers and often maintain or update the remote seller's webpage. Even
if the Internet access provider offers these and other services on an in-state computer server, the provider
should not be considered an agent for purpose of creating a nexus for taxation. (229)
B. The Commerce Clause
{66}Three Supreme Court cases in particular provide the foundation for tax collections on out-of-state
vendors. It is important to examine these cases to understand the impact the ITFA could have on a state's
ability to tax Internet commerce. With or without the ITFA, the courts likely will use the following cases to
determine the ability of a state to tax vendors.
{67}The ITFA makes clear that it does not, directly or indirectly, expand the definition of "substantial nexus"
beyond existing Supreme Court precedent or interpretations of the Commerce Clause of the United States
Constitution. (230) In recent decisions, the Supreme Court has reiterated the doctrine "limiting the authority
of a State to assess or impose a duty to collect taxes arising out of the economic activity of a foreign business
engaged in interstate commerce." (231) Congress clearly intended to invalidate any possible inference that
the ITFA might supplant existing requirements that interstate commerce activity have a "substantial nexus"
with the taxing state or local government. Furthermore, any taxes assessed on interstate commerce must be
fairly apportioned and related to the services provided by the state or local government, and must not
discriminate against interstate commerce. The following cases and the tax jurisprudence laid down by them,
is the existing authority for determining whether a "substantial nexus" exists.

1. National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Illinois(232)
{68}In 1967, the Supreme Court ruled that a mail-order company could not be required to pay use taxes if the
company's only in-state activity consisted of shipping catalogs and goods from out-of-state by common
carrier, such as the United States Postal Service. (233) The Court held that, under both the Due Process
Clause and Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution, sellers can be required to pay use taxes only
in states where they maintain a certain level of physical presence known as a taxable nexus. (234) Though
this case has been overruled in part, it is still useful tracking the Court's reasoning on this issue.
{69}The Court, in National Bellas Hess, stated that the Due Process Clause demands "some definite link,
some minimum connection, between a State and the person, property or transaction it seeks to tax." (235) For
transaction tax purposes, this nexus generally requires a substantial physical presence, defined as substantial
property, equipment, or employees based within a state. (236) In National Bellas Hess, the Court accentuated
the difference between those mail-order businesses that have "retail outlets, solicitors, or property" within the
taxing state, and those who "do no more than communicate with customers in the [taxing] State by mail or
common carrier as part of a general interstate business." (237) Using this distinction, the Court refused to
uphold the tax. (238)

2. Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady(239)
{70}In a 1977 case, Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady, the Supreme Court shaped contemporary
Commerce Clause jurisprudence with respect to the taxation of interstate commerce. In this case the Supreme
Court considered what it called the "perennial problem" (240)of state taxation of the "privilege of doing
business" in that state. (241) The State of Mississippi attempted to tax an out-of-state carrier that delivered
motor vehicles to dealers throughout the state. (242) The carrier, Complete Auto, challenged the Mississippi

tax on constitutional grounds; arguing that the tax on the privilege of doing business within a state's borders
violates the Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution. (243)
{71}The Supreme Court attempted to clarify the level of a nexus that would satisfy the Commerce Clause by
constructing a four-prong test. (244) According to the test, any state tax must: (1)be applied to an activity
with a "substantial nexus" in the taxing state; (2)be fairly apportioned; (3)not discriminate against interstate
commerce; and (4)be fairly related to the services provided by the state. (245) Ultimately, the Supreme Court
found that it did not have to apply this test, because the sole issue raised on appeal by Complete Auto was
whether a tax "on the privilege of doing business" was unconstitutional per se. (246)
{72}Nonetheless, the sufficient nexus test from Complete Auto has become the standard for Commerce
Clause analysis in the area of state taxation of vendors doing business within the state. (247) Note that courts
have typically applied the Complete Auto test to a situation involving income, not use, taxes. (248) However,
courts have applied this case to various types of taxes. (249)

3. Quill Corp. v. North Dakota
{73}In 1992, the Supreme Court reaffirmed National Bellas Hess with Quill Corp. v. North Dakota. (250)
The Court stated that concerning the issue of whether states have authority to tax cross-border mail-order
sales, "Congress may be better qualified to resolve [it] and ... [Congress] has the ultimate power to resolve
[that issue]." (251) Quill was a partial departure from precedent because the Supreme Court considered the
nexus question separately under the Commerce and Due Process clauses. (252) The Court noted that "despite
the similarity in phrasing, the nexus requirements of the Due Process and Commerce Clauses are not
identical." (253) The Court recognized the fact that its due process jurisprudence had evolved in the more
than twenty-five years since National Bellas Hess had been decided. (254) Due Process concerns
fundamental fairness whether the out-of-state vendor's contacts with the taxing State are "substantial enough
to legitimate the State's exercise of power over it." (255) In contrast, the Commerce Clause is concerned with
protecting interstate commerce from suppressive state regulation. (256)
{74}Focusing on the "minimum contacts" requirement of the Due Process Clause, the Supreme Court
concluded that it no longer applies a formalistic test. (257) Instead, the "reasonableness" of the vendor's
contacts with the taxing State will be the consideration. (258) The physical presence in the taxing State no
longer matters. (259) Thus, due process requires "some definite link, some minimum connection, between a
state and the person, property or transaction it seeks to tax." (260)
{75}This decision overrules prior cases that demanded physical presence by the vendor within the taxing
state to satisfy due process requirements. (261) Regrettably, the Supreme Court held that due process is now
satisfied whenever the remote seller's efforts are "purposefully directed" toward the residents of another State.
(262) Purposeful direction essentially entails any effort, such as the purchase of advertising in a local
newspaper, to solicit orders from the residents of a State. (263) Under Quill, due process does not require
physical presence for a State to impose responsibility for use tax collection on an out-of-State merchant.
(264) Most Internet sellers arguably do not meet even this minimal standard. However, the Supreme Court
rejected the argument that if it finds Quill has satisfied the Due Process Clauses's "minimum contacts" test,
that it must necessarily find that Quill satisfies the Commerce Clause's substantial nexus requirement as well.
(265)
{76}Although the Supreme Court abolished the physical presence test for the Due Process Clause, which
agree with the cases discussed in the personal jurisdiction section above, the test was left intact under the
Commerce Clause. (266) In recognizing the physical presence test from National Bellas Hess advanced the

policies and concerns of the Commerce Clause, the Supreme Court stated that such a test would help protect
interstate commerce from undue burdens from state actions. (267) The Supreme Court further noted that such
a test "firmly establishes the boundaries of legitimate State authority to impose a duty to collect sales and use
taxes and reduce litigation concerning those taxes." (268)
{77}The distinction is significant. While the Due Process Clause is a constitutional limitation on the power of
government, the Commerce Clause is an affirmative grant of power to Congress. Accordingly, lawmakers
may alter Commerce Clause requirements by statute. Many observers have thus concluded that the Supreme
Court's Quill decision was an invitation to Congress to exercise its power to clarify the standards for remote
commerce taxation. (269) It is clear from the ITFA that Congress wishes to retain the physical presence
requirement test from National Bellas Hess.
{78}As the previous cases indicate, due process and personal jurisdiction issues will most likely result in the
ability of States to tax out-of-state business because of Internet contacts. If states are permitted to require outof-state vendors to collect sales taxes, the small merchant will suffer the most. (270) It might seem impossible
for a small business to collect and calculate taxes from more than 7,000 different jurisdictions with different
tax rates. (271) However, the Commerce Clause provides the greatest hindrance to states to tax out-of-state
Internet businesses.
{79}Accordingly, the writers of the ITFA understood these principles. When the Commission presented its
final report to Congress, it included in one of its proposals that Congress clarify which factors would establish
a seller's physical presence for purposes of determining whether a nexus exists with the State. (272) As a
result, Congress may take heed from the Supreme Court and the Commission and lay down legislation that
will define the factors for a sufficient nexus to exist.

IV. WILL THE ITFA BECOME PERMANENT?
{80}Earlier this year both Senator Wyden (D-Or.) and Rep. Cox (R-Cal.), the same two congressmen that
introduced the ITFA, called for the ITFA to be permanently extended. (273) They said they would introduce
the Internet Non-Discriminatory Act (INDA) that will make the ITFA permanent. (274) Within a week after
the Commission released its recommendations and proposals, the Report has stimulated the introduction of
bipartisan legislation that would prevent states from forcing out-of-state businesses to collect sales tax on
their behalf. Introduced to Congress this year, the "New Economy Tax Simplification Act" sponsored by
Senators Judd Gregg (R-NH) and Herb Kohl (D-Wis.), has already been referred to the Senate Finance
Committee. (275)
{81}One of the problems surrounding Internet tax is the nexus problem. The bill introduced to Congress goes
"directly to the heart of the Internet tax debate" (276) and sets up clear nexus standards for the 21st century."
(277)
{82}However, that proposal may be complicated by a proposal by Senator Ernest Hollings (D-SC). (278)
Senator Hollings introduced a proposal that would create a national retail sales tax on Internet sales to be
collected by the IRS. (279) The bill was introduced on July 26, 1999, but no action has been taken with it as
of yet. (280) Nonetheless, the bill proposes a 5 percent sales tax for all Internet purchases. (281) If this bill
passes, the results could be dramatic for electronic commerce. A survey of 7,000 on-line purchasers was
conducted in which 75 percent said they would buy less on-line if a sales tax is instituted. (282) In addition,
nearly half said they would not have made their most recent purchase if it had included a sales tax. (283)
{83}To counter Senator Hollings' proposal, another proposal comes from Representative John Kasich (R-

Ohio). (284) This proposal wants to amend the current ITFA by making the moratorium permanent. (285)
Thus, he calls his proposal the Internet Tax Elimination Act. (286) Representative Kasich is not alone in
trying to make the ITFA's moratorium permanent. Senators Bob Smithm (R-NH) and John McCain (R-Ariz.)
have also introduced proposals that would make the ITFA's moratorium permanent. (287) Thus, the
momentum in Congress is to make the moratorium permanent along with the Commission's proposal to make
Internet access taxes a thing of the past.
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